
Distance Learning Protocols  

All parents and pupils will receive a letter introducing them to Microsoft Teams. They will also receive 

an online tutorial, guiding them through their first steps. Throughout this process, it is important to 

encourage all pupils to be ready, respectful and responsible in their online learning. This is a learning 

environment and we maintain high expectations of our pupils in terms of their work ethic and 

behaviour. This way we will maintain a safe and thriving learning environment within our Teams 

classes.  

1. All pupils agree to: 

• Be responsible in how they access online resources and the language they use 

• Be respectful and polite in all their communication with staff and pupils 

• Be ready to complete and upload all assignments by the deadline 

• Not browse, download, upload or forward material that is offensive or illegal 

• Recognise they are not allowed to make video calls at any time during the school day 

on Teams 

• Not show passwords to anyone 

• Ensure Teams is only used for schoolwork  

• Understand that their use of Microsoft Teams and other applications will be monitored. 
 

2. Behaviour for Learning 

 

• Set out the principles for ready, respectful and responsible conversations at the start of your 

class. You can do this by simply reminding them of the pupil protocols listed in the bullet 

points above when you introduce your assignments or chats 

• All pupil comments are easily identifiable because they are named in chat features and when 

handing in work 

• If you have a concern, take a screen shot. Report this to your HoD/HoY/LT who can then deal 

with the incident if you are unsure.  

• A phone call may be made to parents about any behavioural incident, after consultation with 

HoD/HoY 

• You can mute or delete a pupil by clicking ‘manage team’, ‘members’, ‘mute’ or ‘delete’ 

 

3. All staff agree to: 

• Use Microsoft Teams for at least one class/year group 

• Not hold video conversations with pupils.  

• Always remain professional in your exchanges with pupils, as you would in school  

• Use our agreed proforma from NC when setting work. Stick to your department deadlines in 

the ‘Assignments’ tab 

• Enable pupils to abide by the pupil agreement by modelling the principles themselves 
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Important reminders: 

• Upload documents that pupils can’t edit to ‘Files’, ‘Class materials’ 

• Use ‘class notebook’ as an extra feature if you are confident. Refer to our glossary for more 

help with this. 

• When you create a class, you can disable the chat feature, if you would like to. To do this, click 

on the three dots next to ‘General’, ‘Manage channel’, ‘Only owners can post messages’. 

 

• However, allowing the chat feature can be helpful. Pupils can ask responsible, respectful, 

work related questions without needing to email. Pupils will also see answers that they might 

find useful, which will avoid repeat questions for you to respond to. You can also hold 1:1 

conversations via text or voice, to help learners with their tasks. 

• To hold a professional conversation with pupils you must disable some of the chat features. 

• To do this, go to the three dots next to your class name, and click ‘Manage Team’. Go to 

‘settings’, ‘member permissions’. Disable all permissions apart from ‘Give members the 

option to delete their messages’ and ‘Give members the option to edit their messages’. 

• Scroll down to “Fun stuff”. Disable all Giphys and stickers and memes. 
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